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fntenuptions with customers service due to occasional break-down in the
system are the general phenomena whic;h bring an impact on systems efficiency, mean
queue length and customer waiting time in the system. Such systems with random
break-down have been stlldied by various authors such as Avi-Itzhak and Noor [I],
Graver [3], Madan [5,6], Thruvengadan [8).Recently, laiswal, Sharma and Karmeshu
[4) studied a stocha~tic analysis of a non-linear maclline interference model and found
that model exhibits threshold effect in mean queue size where the number of failed
machine arises inordinately.

111epresent paper gives an analytic study of Madan [6] work. The study depicts
the behavior of mean queue length on failure and service parameters and show that the
mean queue lengtJl is proportional to failure parameter while it varies iuversely to repair
parameters.

(i) Arrivals one by one in Poisson fashion wiUImean arrival rate A. (1..>0).
(ii) The service of units is rendered in batches of fixed size b (>1) and service

times of successive batches follow exponential distribution 'i\~th mean service rate 1111
(11)0).

(iii) As soon as the service of a batch is completed another batch of size
minimum (b,n) where n ( ;::0) is the queue length is taken for service however, ifn=O at
such an instant then the service channel remains idle till such time when a new unit
amves.

tiv) Each time a break-doV\'Il is encountered, the service of batch is suspended
and service channel is immedeately sent for repairs as soon as the service channel
instantly resumes service of the same batch of units whose service was slli>lJended,

(v) Queue discipline FcFS.



(vi) The op~rative times of service channel and its repair times are exponentially
distributed with mean operative time I/o. and the mem repair time 1/(3 (0.,(3>0).

3. NOTATION AND MATHEM4TlCAL FORMULATION OF
QUEUE MODEL

Assume:
(i) Wn : Steady state probability that the service channel is working state and

there are n (~O) un.its in queues excluding a batch in service.
: Steady state probability that the service channel is under repaires and
there are n (~O) units in queue excluding the batch of suspended
service units.

: Steady state probability that there is no unit either in the queue or in
service i.e. the Service Channel through operative is idle.

p.+ ~1+a)WIl= I.Q-t- ~tw+ f3Ro
••=ll

W(x)= f~,xn, R(x)= fRnx"
:t",G

In order to get the soiurions of eqlliltions (I) to (5) using existing methods and
applying Rouche Theorem, proceeding on sirnilar lines as Choudhary and Templeton
[2] and using normal conditions W(l)+R(ljrQ=l, we have the probability that service
channel, through operative Q is idle.
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W(x): ---------------
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at-Ax +-(A+o.-q.l.)}Q
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P}x2 - A(lI. -I- ~ +0. + fj)x + ~.l.O·+ im



(vi) The operative times of service channel and its repair times are expouentially
distributed with mean operative time I/O. and the mean repair time lIf3 (0.,(3>0).

3. NOTATION AND MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF
QUEUE MODEL

Assume:
(i) Wn : Steady state probability that the service channel is working !>tateand

there are n (n2:0) units in queues excluding a batch in service.
: Steady state probability that the service channel is uuder repaires and
there are n (n2:0) units in queue excluding the batch of suspended
service units.

: Steady state probability that there is no uuit either in the queue or in
service i.e. the Service Channel through operative is idle.

W(x)= ~v" x"La.- n· ,

[II. order w get the solununs of equations ( I) to (5) using existing methods and
applying Rouche Theorem. proceeding on similar lines as Choudhary and Templeton
[2] and using nmU181conditions W(l)+R(l)-rQ=l, we have the probability that service
channel through operative Q is idle.

a. (-)"x +(f. +0. + ~)}Q
R(x)= ---.-----------.-----

p:x2
- )"p.+ II +0. + (3)x -t- !--l(A+- 13}}



l-(:V~)(l+a/P)Q=----
(h-a.!f.l)( l+a/P)

The probabiliry thar service channel is under repaiJ:s irrespecri\e of number of units in
the system is given by

a(~+Q)R(l)=-----
~13- A(a + 13)

Q =. a(,u + a)
(a+J.iXa+[J)

{A(a + (3)+aI3}
W(!)= ------

~p-A(a+f3)
A(a + 13)+a13

Q = -(a-.,..-' /.1-X-a-+-13-)

The e"1lression in the RHS of equation (9) is the utilizarion factor of tbe system can be
denoted by p. So

),( a + [J) +- a[J
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The solution W" and R., for u= 0.1.2 •..... can be obtained by picking up the coefficients
of various powers ofx in R.H.S. expressions of( 16) and (17) general solutions can be
expressed as

x' rl ~ I I a-' I pW = -- , .__._- - ----,,----,-.
1\ ~ l\-, I , ~ 1\-1-1 lx1x: lr=u Xl x~ X j",1j XI x.1

ax" r .~ [ 1 n.:~ I -1R = --- "5 -_ •• _- - -.- '\ ---. - '0
II I ~ 1'-1 I II L.- 11-:-1 1 J

X1'<':l:Li=OX' x: X ;;(lX1 X~

TIle solutions given III equations (9). (18), ( 19) can be seen for at least n=O. 1.2 etc.
to be satisfying the systems equations (1) through (5) for b= 1.

Let L, and Lz denote the average queue lengtJI in the steady state when the
service channel is busy and wh<:n it is under repairs, then

A" r a, all} 'Aa{ I 1 a 1(-o)~(l+-)-+--(--I)+- -+-(I+-)~
L = Id/dx W(x)1 = _~t_~.~_ (3, ~ Y_(3~
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Let Lq denotes the average queue length Wlder steady state irrespective of whether the
service channel is hu~'Yor under repairs, then

7. DEPE.NDENCE OF Ml:.AJV QUEUE LENGTH ON FA.IL URE AND
REPAIR RATES

We evaluate mean queue length Lq using equation (22) choosing some arbitral)'
values of t., !-t, u. and 13 such that these values satisfy the condition (20). In order to
check the effect of failure and repair parameters, the follov.-ing results were obtained by
varying failure parmeter a, keeping Ie, !l, 13 fixed

3 5 50 100 5489093
30 2.41 22 88
20 1.89 78 57
10 U3 5294
OS J.32 93 44
02 1.13 2<)38
01 1.033799
00 0.900000

3 5 10 100 1.535294
200 1.48 1673
300 1.3645 16
500 1.337194
800 1.322726
1,000 1.31 8843
10,000 1. 30 17 55
1,00,000 1.3001 75
10,00,000 1.300018



The dependence of the mean queue length on and graphically showll in figure (I) and
(2) we show that as the failure rate decreases, the mean queue length goes on reducing
and tends to 1.0, to the steady state value which can be directly obtained by equation
(22) (figure 1).

Again figure 2 depicts that when the value of ~ increase, the mean queue length
goes on decreasing and tends to 1.3.
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